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Dear Ms Christie 

Thank you for your emails of 29 April and 3 May 2020 about infrastructure investment in the 
Kurilpa peninsula. I also thank you for your kind message of congratulations following the 
Council election on 28 March. Please accept my apologies for the delay in responding. 

I acknowledge the trust Brisbane residents have placed in me and it is my top priority to steer our 
city through the challenges ahead to ensure we grow and prosper. With the support of residents 
and my Council colleagues, I look forward to continuing to deliver on our vision for Brisbane. 

The West End peninsular is a vibrant part of our city with a growing population and I 
acknowledge your feedback about the provision of community-based infrastructure and, in 
particular, the transport priorities identified in your correspondence. 

I am committed to increasing parks and greenspace across Brisbane, which is vital for making our 
city liveable and sustainable for our children and future generations. This is why my 
administration has invested in creating more accessible parkland along Riverside Drive in the 
vicinity of Forbes Street and Ferry Road, which was recently completed and is able to be enjoyed 
by the public. 

My administration is also investing in the upgrade of Davies Park, also in West End, to cater for 
the increased population in the area, while providing new and improved facilities. 

I note your requests for road corridor studies to enhance walking, cycling and public transport 
movements for Montague Road, Vulture Street and Dornoch Terrace. Council's corridor planning 
studies provide detailed analysis and traffic modelling to identify potential improvements for all 
road users and, as such, can demand significant resourcing. Consideration for funding of a 
detailed corridor study, with a focus on pedestrian and cyclist movement, would therefore be 
subject to an assessment of its priority relative to other similar citywide projects. I can confirm 
that funding has not been allocated for this study at this time. However, you may wish to raise this 
matter with the local councillor, Councillor Sri, directly to determine his priority for allocating 
funding in this regard. 

Notwithstanding this, Council is mindful of the growth occurring in the West End peninsula and 
this is why we have upgraded the intersection of Montague Road and Vulture Street. This project 
involved installing new traffic signals, pedestrian crossings and accessible kerb ramps, as well as 
providing on-road cycle lanes on the approaches to the intersection. In addition, Council installed 
two pedestrian refuge islands on Montague Road in 2018 to improve accessibility in the area and 
is currently upgrading the intersection of Montague Road and Victoria Street to further enhance 
crossing opportunities and improve safety along the corridor. 
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Council has a long-term plan to upgrade Montague Road to accommodate the increased 
residential development in Kurilpa and West End. Land is being acquired by conditioning 
adjoining approved developments to dedicate the land required for transport purposes. Please 
note, however, that Council's consideration to fund this future upgrade is subject to an assessment 
of its priority relative to other similar citywide projects. As such, there is no timeframe or 
allocated budget at this time. 

Montague Road's transport function south of Vulture Street is primarily to provide access to 
residential streets in the area and vehicle movements within the suburb and is not intended to cater 
for large volumes of through traffic. As such, four traffic lanes, for example, would not be 
consistent with the road's intended function in this southern section of the road. 

However, Council is aware of localised changes occurring in the area around Montague Road and 
will continue to seek opportunities to improve connectivity throughout the peninsula as 
development occurs through land dedications and development conditions. 

With regard to speed limits, Council evaluates requests for speed limit reductions based on the 
guidelines outlined within the Queensland Government's Manual of Uniform Traffic Control 
Devices. Roads identified as potentially suitable for reviewed speed limits are then subject to a 
formal speed limit review process, which considers the road's function, recorded traffic speeds 
and volumes, environmental characteristics and crash data. Where the review supports a change to 
the posted speed, the proposal is then presented to the Speed Management Committee (SMC) for 
a decision. The SMC has representatives from the Queensland Police Service (QPS), Department 
of Transport and Main Roads and Council. 

Speed limit reviews are undertaken on a case-by-case basis and are not generally applied to an 
entire suburb or locality. This is because the characteristics of each section of road are unique and 
speed limits must be set in a manner which is credible for the road conditions. Accordingly, 
Council does not propose to undertake a speed limit review throughout the peninsula. 

However, I can confirm that following a petition from local residents considered by Council at its 
meeting of 20 August 2019, a formal speed limit review was undertaken on Montague Road 
between Drake and Vulture Streets. The SMC endorsed the recommended speed reduction from 
60 to 50 km/h for this section of Montague Road, which was implemented in February this year. 
An extension of this speed limit review on Montague Road is also being undertaken from Vulture 
Street to Stanley Place. 

With regard to your support for a new ferry terminal at West End, I can advise Council is 
currently in the process of upgrading existing terminals to meet the accessibility requirements for 
public transport in the Disability Discrimination Act 1992 and the Disability Standards for 
Accessible Public Transport 2002. These important upgrades will further improve the capacity, 
accessibility and flood resilience of our CityCat, CityFeny and CityHopper services. Council 
endeavours to upgrade all existing terminals by 2022. 

In addition to these important upgrades, you may be aware Council has announced the first 
expansion of Brisbane's river transport network since 2015, with a new ferry terminal at Howard 
Smith Wharves. The creation of significant new public space in this precinct, along with a 
contribution of $3 million by the Howard Smith Wharves Consortium towards the terminal, has 
meant creating a new public transport connection to the area has been prioritised to ensure 
residents and visitors can fully utilise this new recreational space. Construction is starting shortly, 
and it is anticipated that the terminal will be open in mid-2021. 
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While another new terminal is not proposed at this time, Council remains supportive of future 
terminals and is aware the community's interest in expanding public transport on the river is 
growing. In line with this, a ferry terminal at Victoria Street is referenced in the overall outcomes 
of the South Brisbane Riverside Neighbourhood Plan, which ensures this location is preserved for 
a future ferry terminal. 

In addition, Council will be building new green bridges along the Brisbane River, including one 
from West End to Toowong and another from West End to St Lucia. The bridges will help reduce 
traffic congestion and dramatically improve Brisbane's cross-river connectivity. This will be a 
major program of investment aimed at tackling traffic congestion, improving public and active 
transport, and creating a healthier, more active city. 

As a further alternative to private vehicle travel for short distances, Council has been proactively 
managing the advent of e-scooter hire operations within our city. After hosting a trial by Lime and 
going through a comprehensive tendering and evaluation process, Council selected two operators; 
Lime Network and Neuron Mobility, to provide e-scooter hire systems in Brisbane for the term of 
one year plus one year's extension. Following a review, the operating agreement has been 
extended for another year and opportunities for enhancing the service are being explored. 

Council also acknowledges the work which has been undertaken to complete the Transport and 
Mobility Study (TMS). Council welcomes collaboration with the Queensland Government and we 
remain committed to working them and all other agencies in a positive working relationship on 
the many major and minor infrastructure projects undertaken across the city. 

Feedback from the TMS will continue to be taken into consideration while planning further road 
infrastructure improvements throughout the West End peninsula. 

Thank you for contacting me. 

Yours sincerely 

Adrian Schrinner 
LORD MAYOR 
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